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The National Association of Realtors® and
the Iowa Association of Realtors® join with
local Realtor® boards across the nation to pro-
mote fair housing to all individuals. Realtors®’
ongoing commitment to advance fair housing
laws takes on added meaning in April during
Fair Housing Month. This year is the 44th
anniversary of the Fair Housing Act, which
establishes a policy of fair housing for all
Americans.

The Civil Rights Act of 1866 prohibits all
racial discrimination in the sale or rental of
property, and the Fair Housing Act of 1968
declares a national policy of fair housing
throughout the United States. The law makes
illegal any discrimination in the sale, lease or
rental of housing, or making housing otherwise
unavailable, because of race, color, religion,
sex, handicap, familial status or national ori-
gin.   In addition, Iowa - under the Iowa Civil
Rights Act - not only protects those same
classes of persons under federal law, but has
expanded the protected categories to also
include “creed, sexual orientation, and gender
identification”  beyond what the federal law
mandates.

All parties in a real property transaction have
rights and responsibilities under the law. Home
sellers and landlords have a responsibility and
a requirement under the law not to discrimi-
nate in the sale, rental and financing of prop-
erty; home seekers have the right to expect
that housing will be available to them without
discrimination or other limitations; and
Realtors® are prohibited by law from discrimi-
nating on the basis of any of the protected
classifications of people. For more information
on fair housing visit http://portal.hud.gov/hud-
portal/HUD?src=/program_offices/fair_hous-
ing_equal_opp/FHLaws/yourrights.

Each year Realtors® recognize the signifi-
cance of the Fair Housing Act and reconfirm
their commitment to upholding fair housing
laws and offering equal professional service to
everyone in their search for real property.
Realtors® work to build communities across
Iowa and the nation. They are committed to
helping everyone that is interested in owning a
home realize this American dream. Contact a
local Realtor® to start working on your dream
today.
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All real estate licensees are
not the same. Only real estate
licensees who are members of
the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF REALTORS® are properly
called REALTORS®. They
proudly display the REALTOR
“®” logo on the business card or
other marketing and sales litera-
ture. REALTORS® are commit-
ted to treat all parties to a trans-
action honestly. REALTORS®

subscribe to a strict code of
ethics and are expected to
maintain a higher level of knowl-
edge of the process of buying
and selling real estate. An inde-
pendent survey reports that
84% of home buyers would use
the same REALTOR® again.

Real estate transactions
involve one of the biggest finan-
cial investments most people
experience in their lifetime.
Transactions today usually
exceed $100,000. If you had a
$100,000 income tax problem,
would you attempt to deal with it
without the help of a CPA? If
you had a $100,000 legal
question, would you deal with
it without the help of an attor-
ney? Considering the small
upside cost and the large
downside risk, it would be fool-
ish to consider a deal in real
estate without the professional
assistance of a REALTOR®.

But if you’re still not con-
vinced of the value of a REAL-
TOR®, here are a dozen more
reasons to use one:

1. Your REALTOR® can help
you determine your buying
power — that is, your financial
reserves plus your borrowing
capacity. If you give a REAL-
TOR® some basic information
about your available savings,
income and current debt, he or
she can refer you to lenders
best qualified to help you. Most
lenders — banks and mort-
gage companies — offer limit-
ed choices.

2. Your REALTOR® has

many resources to assist you in
your home search. Sometimes
the property you are seeking is
available but not actively adver-
tised in the market, and it will
take some investigation by your
agent to find all available prop-
erties.

3. Your REALTOR® can assist
you in the selection process by
providing objective information
about each property. Agents
who are REALTORS® have
access to a variety of informa-
tional resources. REALTORS®

can provide local community
information on utilities, zoning.
schools, etc. There are two
things you’ll want to know. First,
will the property provide the
environment I want for a home
or investment? Second, will the
property have resale value
when I am ready to sell?

4. Your REALTOR® can help
you negotiate. There are myriad
negotiating factors, including
but not limited to price, financ-

ing, terms, date of possession
and often the inclusion or exclu-
sion of repairs and furnishings
or equipment. The purchase
agreement should provide a
period of time for you to com-
plete appropriate inspections
and investigations of the proper-
ty before you are bound to com-
plete the purchase. Your agent
can advise you as to which
investigations and inspections
are recommended or required.

5. Your REALTOR® provides
due diligence during the evalua-
tion of the property. Depending
on the area and property, this
could include inspections for
termites, dry rot, asbestos,
faulty structure, roof condition,
septic tank and well tests, just to
name a few. Your REALTOR®

can assist you in finding quali-
fied responsible professionals to
do most of these investigations
and provide you with written
reports. You will also want to
see a preliminary report on the

title of the property. Title indi-
cates ownership of property and
can be mired in confusing status
of past owners or rights of
access. The title to most proper-
ties will have some limitations;
for example, easements
(access rights) for utilities. Your
REALTOR®, title company or
attorney can help you resolve
issues that might cause prob-
lems at a later date.

6. Your REALTOR® can help
you in understanding different
financing options and in identify-
ing qualified lenders.

7. Your REALTOR® can guide
you through the closing process
and make sure everything flows
together smoothly.

8. When selling your home,
your REALTOR® can give you
up-to-date information on what
is happening in the marketplace
and the price, financing, terms
and condition of competing
properties. These are key fac-
tors in getting your property sold

at the best price, quickly and
with minimum hassle.

9. Your REALTOR® markets
your property to other real
estate agents and the public.
Often, your REALTOR® can rec-
ommend repairs or cosmetic
work that will significantly
enhance the salability of your
property. Your REALTOR® mar-
kets your property to other real
estate agents and the public. In
many markets across the coun-
try, over 50% of real estate
sales are cooperative sales;
that is, a real estate agent other
than yours brings in the buyer.
Your REALTOR® acts as the
marketing coordinator, disburs-
ing information about your prop-
erty to other real estate agents
through a Multiple Listing
Service or other cooperative
marketing networks, open hous-
es for agents, etc. The REAL-
TOR® Code of Ethics requires
REALTORS® to utilize these
cooperative relationships when
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Why use a REALTOR®?
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When colder weather arrives,
many people stay indoors and
fight the harsh weather with hot
chocolate and heating systems.
It’s no surprise, then, that most
homes accumulate quite the
amount of clutter over the course
of a typical winter. The more time
we spend indoors, the more junk
we seem to amass.

Clutter can contribute to the
sense of cabin fever many
people begin to feel as winter
trudges forward. But a few home-
organization tips can help make
all those extra hours spent
indoors during the winter months
a little less claustrophobic.

• Buy a coat rack. Just about
everyone bundles up in a warm
coat once the temperatures dip.
But once you get home and the
warm air inside welcomes you,
the first instinct is to take the coat
off and lay it down on the first
chair you see. Instead of tossing
all those coats on an armchair or
a bench in the kitchen, buy a coat
rack and place it just inside the
main entrance. This way you will
always know where your coat is,
and the house won’t look so
messy with coats strewn about in
a variety of places.

• Have a tray set aside for keys.
As clutter accumulates
throughout the winter, the
chances your keys will go
missing increase. Save yourself
the frantic search for keys in the
morning by setting a tray aside
for keys or just hanging a hook
on the wall where everyone
places their keys.

• Partition desk drawers. It’s
easy to fill a desk drawer. It’s
much harder to remember a
drawer’s contents. Save
yourself the stress of rooting
through desk drawers by
installing partitions so
everything is not just lumped in
together. This will make things
easier to find and will likely
prevent you from just adding
random items to desk drawers.

• Bundle all those cords.
Nowadays, the average
television has roughly one
dozen cords attached to it.
HDMI cables, video game
consoles, DVD players, home
theater systems, and, of course,
the television cord itself are
among the many cords that can
make a mess near your
television. Bundle these cords
with a cord organizer to make
wires and plugs much more
manageable.

• Toss the junk mail. Thanks to
paperless bank statements and
online billing, many people no
longer receive important
documents through the mail.
Instead, mailboxes are filled
with junk mail such as
advertisements or menus from
local restaurants. Rather than
placing junk mail on the kitchen
counter or storing it in the desk
drawer, throw it out as you
receive it and you will no doubt
notice considerably less clutter
almost instantly.

• Stop losing things to the
couch. Few things are as
frustrating as a missing remote
control. Too often remotes get
lost in a sea of throw pillows
that, while decorative, serve
little purpose. Don’t overdo it
with throw pillows and designate
an area for all those remote
controls.

• Clean out the refrigerator.
Another culprit when it comes to
clutter is the family refrigerator.
Half-eaten meals or expired
items can be found in almost
every refrigerator on the planet.
If you’re putting leftovers in the
fridge after every meal, then
chances are you have lots of
leftovers that have passed their
prime. Have a potluck night
where you eat all of the
leftovers. Clean out the
refrigerator once a week to
ensure that it only contains fresh

foods, beverages and additional
items.

• Add storage space. Using
drawers and only drawers for

storage is a great way to become
disorganized. If you have any
bare walls, particularly in the
kitchen, use them to hang
shelves you can use for storage.

If the walls are full or not sturdy
enough to hang a storage shelf,
install an extra shelf or two in the
pantry. 
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they benefit their clients.
10. Your REALTOR® will

know when, where and how to
advertise your property. There is
a misconception that advertising
sells real estate. The NATION-
AL ASSOCIATION OF REAL-
TORS® studies show that 82%
of real estate sales are the
result of agent contacts through
previous clients, referrals,
friends, family and personal
contacts. When a property is
marketed with the help of your
REALTOR®, you do not have to
allow strangers into your home.
Your REALTOR® will generally
prescreen and accompany qual-

ified prospects through your
property.

11. Your REALTOR® can help
you objectively evaluate every
buyer’s proposal without com-
promising your marketing posi-
tion. This initial agreement is
only the beginning of a process
of appraisals, inspections and
financing — a lot of possible pit-
falls. Your REALTOR® can help
you write a legally binding, win-
win agreement that will be more
likely to make it through the
process.

12. Your REALTOR® can
help close the sale of your
home. Between the initial sales
agreement and closing (or set-

tlement), questions may arise.
For example, unexpected
repairs are required to obtain
financing or a cloud in the title
is discovered. The required
paperwork alone is over-
whelming for most sellers. Your
REALTOR® is the best person
to objectively help you resolve
these issues and move the
transaction to closing (or set-
tlement).

Source: Realtor.com
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When the economy struggles
to the point of recession, few
people benefit. However, there
are some businesses that
thrive during a recession,
using the circumstances to
their advantage and actually
growing business in spite of a
sagging economy.

One such business is rental
agencies or property
management companies. Even
landlords with a single
investment property tend to do
better during a recession,
when individuals might be
fearful of buying a home or
simply unable to afford it. Such
individuals still need a place to
live, however, and landlords
benefit as a result. 

One of the best things a
landlord can do during a
recession is to pay more
attention to their rental
properties, ensuring the
properties are in tip-top shape
so they can get the most out of
each unit at a time when the

rental market
is most
competitive.
This might
require some
renovations,
which
landlords
should be
making
periodically
anyway,
regardless of
how strong or
tenuous the
economy
might be.

• Update the
paint.
Apartments
are typically
empty when
shown to
prospective
renters, and
any issues
with the paint
job are very
noticeable
during such
viewings. If
the paint is
outdated or
there is any
fading,

update the
walls with a
fresh coat of

paint. It’s ideal to do so
whenever a tenant moves out,
but landlords whose buildings
have a high turnover rate
likely won’t need to repaint
every time a tenant moves
out. When adding a new coat
of paint, choose a light,
neutral color to give the
property a fresh, inviting look.

• Replace the carpeting.
Carpeting is another area
prospective renters are
instantly drawn to when
viewing an apartment. New
carpeting is always attractive
to potential tenants, and
landlords won’t have to break
the bank to replace the
carpets when an existing
tenant moves out. Instead of
expensive carpeting, choose a
medium grade carpet with a
neutral color, ideally beige or
light brown, which can hide
spills or stains should the next
tenant prove messy and move
out after the original lease
terms are up. Before laying

carpet, don’t forget to lay down
quality padding underneath.
Such padding makes the
carpet feel softer and of higher
quality.

• Upgrade the appliances.
Perhaps nothing evokes a
stronger response from
prospective renters than a
property’s appliances.
Outdated appliances make
renters speculate as to what
else might be outdated and if
the building is well taken care
of. On the other hand, newer
appliances, particularly
stainless steel items, create a
contemporary feel and give
the impression, true or false,
that a landlord won’t allow the
building to grow dated or fall
into disrepair. When shopping
for appliances, choose ones
that are more basic so any
eventual repairs won’t be too
complicated or costly. Newer
appliances enable landlords
to charge more rent for a
given property, and many
renters would agree that such

properties are worth the extra
money.

• Install new windows. Older
buildings tend to have creaky
or drafty windows, which not
only makes the property colder
during the winter months, but it
also drives up utility costs as
renters are forced to turn up
the thermostat to combat
drafts and cold air entering the
unit. New windows can
eliminate such drafts and
reduce utility costs, something
landlords can use to their
advantage when discussing

the property with potential
tenants. Landlords might even
be able to earn tax breaks
when installing new, energy-
efficient windows. Discuss if
any such breaks exist with the
local municipality.

When it comes to renovating a
rental property, landlords can
make a handful of small
renovations that, while
relatively inexpensive, enable
them to earn  substantially
more money from each unit
over the long haul.
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Let Kelly Heating & Air Conditioning
Help You...

Amana® Super High Efficient Air
Conditioner-Furnace Combination

Kelly Heating & Air Conditioning
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Renovating a rental property 

Relatively minor renovations to rental properties can
earn landlords substantially more money over the
course of a typical lease.
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STORE
UNTIL
LATER
Do you have more
stuff than space? 

If so, store it in one
of our sheds!

Choose from our most popular barn,
gable or cabin styles, or let us create 

a custom design to match the 
unique look of your home.  

Each and every custom built shed is created from quality materials and 
constructed with a craftsmanship that comes from years of experience.
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Home Building News
Concrete upholds
newest ‘building code’
demands

Building codes are enforcing
‘energy efficiency’ in many parts of
the world. A legally enforced
building code specifies the
community’s acceptable level of
safety, function, and comfort — and
some jurisdictions have mandated a
requirement of 35 to 40 percent
improvement.

Many states are also steadily
improving their ‘sustainable
practises’ with advancements in
insulation, air infiltration, and
window daylighting. Of equal value,
the construction industry is now
producing materials and methods
that are even more efficient than
mandated. So if you’re building or
renovating, be sure to follow the
guidelines in your municipal building
code. 

A savvy homeowner today knows
that eco-responsibility pays
dividends, some of them pretty
quickly and others cumulatively,
year after year.

“Replacing wood, for example, has
so many spin off benefits,” says
Todd Blyth at Nudura, the
manufacturers of an advanced
version of the insulated concrete
form (ICF). “By building a house
with concrete instead of wood
framing you could immediately
benefit by lower energy bills. You’d
get to live in a stronger, more
comfortable home, build equity for
resale value, and throughout your
lifetime, make a significant
contribution to the good health of
the planet.”

The system is highly rated due to its
ability to deliver both energy
efficiency and occupant comfort.

This system for building concrete
walls is in high demand across the
United States and Canada.

“Builders receive workplace benefits
too,” Blyth continued. “Built like
Lego, the pre-assembled,
interlocking blocks assure
adherence to building code
requirements; the ICFs require less
shipping space and manpower than
other methods; and the construction
time is much faster than building
with wood. Busy builders and eager
homeowners benefit equally from
this efficiency.”

How It Works
The forms are designed with
monolithic concrete sandwiched
between two continuous layers of
expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam.

“The foam material isolates the
concrete and significantly reduces
the flow of heat through the wall,”
Blyth explained. “It stabilizes the
internal temperature from day to
night fluctuations and provides a
largely self-regulating environment.
This faster method of construction
creates a solid concrete wall.

“As a result, you will need less
energy for mechanical heating and
cooling, delivering cost savings
throughout the year. A home built
with this concrete system stands to
be stronger, provides greater safety,
offers greater sound resistance —
and would be far less prone to
mould, cold spots and drafts.
Insulated concrete forms
(www.nudura.com) are an option, so
be sure to discuss this method with
your builder. 



Household energy-
efficiency is now more
important than ever when
selling a home. Purchasers
are able to rate one
residence against another,
so if you want top dollar for
your house some day, it’s
worth investing along these
lines with upgrades and
renovations.
“If adding rooms or finishing
the basement, for example,
take a look at the most
energy efficient materials
and methods,” says Todd
Blyth at Nudura, a company
that has spearheaded an
advanced version of the
insulated concrete form
(ICF), as well as do-it-
yourself materials. “The
newest renovation method,
called Nudura Insulation
Technology, is ideal to
insulate foundation walls,
inner and outer walls, plus
flat, or cathedral ceilings.
“For both interior and
exterior walls, you use a
shiplap system of expanded
polystyrene (EPS), which
allows large 4 X 8 foot
sheets of this foam to be
installed without any gaps
for air leakage. It’s easy to
cut, easy to install, and the
performance value is up to
R-14. Drywall can then be
attached directly to the
embedded fastening strip
allowing the electrical wiring
to be easily run.”

Occupant comfort
Residential enjoyment is
also top-of-mind in our
choice of renovation fixtures,
features and materials.
Superior insulation will

reduce home heating costs
and it will also prevent
excessive noise, drafts, and
unexpected cold spots from
room to room. 
In response to energy

conservation, environmental
responsibility and consumer
demand, construction
practises have advanced
significantly in North America
over the past few years.
Today, for example, people

are building their homes with
insulated concrete forms, not
wood, and very recently,
similar eco-efficiency
possible (www.nudura.com)
for home renovations. 

Home Improvement Tips:
Air-tight insulation delivers big returns
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Replacing a roof is a costly venture few
homeowners look forward to. According to
Remodeling magazine’s 2010-11 “Cost vs.
Value” report, the national average cost of a roof
replacement is nearly $22,000, a costly
endeavor considering the tenuous nature of the
economy. What’s more, homeowners who
choose more upscale roofing materials can
expect to spend almost $40,000 on their roofs.
Such costs make it no small wonder that many
homeowners fear the dreaded diagnosis that
their home needs a new roof. While there’s little
homeowners can do to reduce the cost of a roof
replacement, there are warning signs
homeowners can look for that might indicate a
roof replacement is on the horizon. Recognition
of these signs can help homeowners be more
financially prepared should the day come when
the roof needs to be replaced.

1. The presence of algae
If the roof has lots of dark streaks and stains
clinging to it, that is likely algae, which can grow
on the roof for quite awhile. Algae does not

necessarily do any damage to a roof, but it
does do some damage to a home’s physical
appearance, as algae on the roof is not very
pleasing to the eye. Algae is most often found
on the roofs of homes located in climates that
have warm, humid summers. If algae is a
problem on your roof, spray washing with a
mixture of water and bleach can effectively
remove it.

2. Buckling shingles
Like algae, buckling shingles are another
unsightly problem on a roof. But buckling
shingles are more than just an eyesore, they
actually might indicate significant problems.
When shingles buckle, that’s typically because
hot air from the attic is forcing the shingles
away from the home. Buckling shingles also
indicate that the roof is poorly ventilated, which
can take years off the roof’s life expectancy
while driving up home cooling costs along the
way.

3. Granule loss
Granule loss is typically a byproduct of normal
shingle wear and tear that results from
inclement weather, such as hail. Older roofs
might experience granule loss, but granule loss
can also occur on a new roof if a defective
roofing product was used. Any granule loss,
even if slight, should be addressed, as the side
effects of granule loss include a weakened roof
and leaking. If granule loss is not addressed, the
consequences could be severe the next time a
storm occurs.

4. Mold
Unlike the warning signs already discussed,
mold is not visible on the outside of the home.
Instead, homeowners should look in the attic of
a home to see if there is any mold growth. If
there is, the roof is likely leaking, and the health
risks of mold growth in a home are substantial.
Mold is not necessarily easy to detect, so a
professional inspection might be in order if mold
growth is suspected. If a professional
determines mold is, in fact, present, then the
mold will need to be removed and all options,
including a roof replacement, must be
considered to keep mold from coming back.

5. Roof rot
Perhaps the most discouraging sign a

homeowner can see on his or her roof is roof rot. Roof rot
appears when a roof is in considerable decay and, if not
addressed, its consequences can stretch far beyond the roof,
damaging other parts of the home thanks in large part to water
getting through the roof. If roof rot is either not noticed or just
ignored, it won’t take long for water to get through the roof and
blaze a destructive path through the rest of the home.
Homeowners might fear a full roof replacement because of the
cost associated with such a project. But if ignored, problems with
a roof could eventually prove far more costly than the price of
replacing the roof. 

Should a roof exhibit any signs of decay, homeowners
should address those issues immediately to avoid fur-
ther damage.

5 signs
your roof might be
wearing down

• Residential
• Commercial
• Industrial

Associated Builders
and Contractors, Inc.

M E M B E R

“Do It Right The First Time”
4241 180th Street, Clinton • 563-593-5085
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A couple of years ago, the city
had a meeting to express the
need for affordable lots for new
houses.  At Bi-State American
Homes, Inc., we are frequently
asked if we have any such lots
available.  So we decided to

develop 28 lots, creating
Westview Heights II.
Our lots start at $30,000, with a
$3,000 discount if you build a
Bi-State American Home.  They
are approximately ¼ to ½ acre,
some with the ability to build

walk-out basements.
Bi-State is the Clinton area
authorized builder of All-
American Homes.  We offer
homes from 900 to 3,000
square feet in dozens of flexible
floor plans.  There are layouts to
suit any building site and room
configurations to fit any lifestyle.
Each style is customizable to
meet your requirements and

preferences.  We have a model
home at 424 N. 2nd St. in
Clinton where you can view
some of these options, open by
appointment only.
Building the infrastructure for
Westview Heights II will be
starting soon.  We will be build-
ing concrete roads and curbs,
and installing sewer, water,
street lights and other utilities.

10th Street NW will be extended
to Lametta Wynn Drive, and a
new street, McAllister Court, will
end in a cul-de-sac.
For more information on the lots
and houses, call us at 563-321-
4441, email us at info@bis-
tateamericanhomes.com, or
visit our website at www.bis-
tateamericanhomes.com.
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BEFORE

AFTER

Which would 
look better on
your garage?
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Carstensen
Realty
563-242-2222

A roof is the primary defense a
home has against the elements.
It provides protection against
wind, rain and snow, as well as
shields the interior from the
blazing heat. A compromised
roof cannot do its job properly.
There are many different
roofing materials available
these days — each of which
carries with it a certain length of
usefulness.
Most roofs can last anywhere
from 25 to 40 years, depending
on the material composition.
Homeowners may know it’s
time to replace a roof without
even venturing out on the roof.
Ceiling leaks or discoloration
can indicate it’s time to replace
a roof. Check for sagging
ceiling material on the top floors
of the home if there is no attic.

Wet or darkened wood or rusty
nails in the attic could be signs.
Rafters may channel leaks
away from their original source,
so it’s best to do a thorough
check anytime wetness or
discoloration is evident
anywhere in the home.
Once the decision to install a
new roof is made, homeowners
must decide between the
different roofing materials.
Research is necessary to find a
roof that will be the right price
and meet the homeowner’s
needs. Here are common
roofing materials.
• Asphalt shingles: This is the
type of roof most homeowners
first think of when envisioning a
roofing project. The three-tab
asphalt shingle is the most

commonly used roofing
material. The economic value it
offers is why this roof is one of
the most popular. However,
even though shingles are
available in many different
colors, homeowners seeking
something unique may want to
select a different roofing option.
• Architectural shingle:
Similar to an asphalt shingle,
the architectural shingle is
made to be thicker and the
layers are staggered to give the
roof a more architectural look.
These shingles are only slightly
more expensive than asphalt
shingles, which still makes
them a good value.
• Wood shakes and shingles:
Instead of asphalt, wood makes
an ideal roofing material that’s
also pleasing to the eye. Over
time wood will weather to
different shades, which can
help the home blend in with the
environment. Wood shakes can
be expensive to install, and will
require periodic cleaning to
remove mildew or moss, and

may need reoiling for
preservation. There are also
“fake” wood shingles that are
made of composite materials
that may offer the look of wood
without the maintenance.
• Slate: This hard, stone
material is very strong and
sheds snow and ice very well,
which is why it was often used
on homes in the Northeast.
However, the weight of slate,
which requires a more
substantial roof structure, and
the cost make it less popular
among today’s homeowners.
• Metal: This material is an
ideal choice for industrial
applications or on agricultural or
country homes where snow is
frequent. A metal roof can
range from relatively
inexpensive galvanized steel to
lofty copper that is pricey. A
properly installed metal roof
could last 50 years, which
makes it a good value.
• Ceramic: Ceramic tile roofs
may be among the most

expensive due to the
craftsmanship and the
installation required for these
heavy tiles, but their life
expectancy is 60 to 80 years.
Chances are you’ll only have to
do this type of installation once
in a lifetime. Many people are
drawn to ceramic roofs because
of their beauty. They are
commonly found on
Mediterranean-style homes in
warm climates. Most tiles are
waterproofed and hard-fired so
they won’t absorb moisture,
also making them safe to use in
northern climates.
In general, a roofing job is not a
do-it-yourself undertaking. It will
require an experienced and
licensed contractor. A trusted
roofing contractor can be found
by exploring listings on the
National Roofing Contractor
Association Web site at
www.nrca.net. Verify
contractors prior to hire through
organizations like the Better
Business Bureau or on Angie’s
List.

The differences between

roofing materials

Bi-State American Homes

OPEN MON-FRI 
10AM-5PM

563-243-1327
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What do houseplants, a boiling
pot of pasta and your shower all
have in common? They all add
moisture to your home’s
interior. And, while some
humidity in the home is good,
excessive moisture can be
uncomfortable.
“We often get calls from
homeowners who are
concerned that their windows
are ‘sweating’ or leaking either
inside or outside the home
because they see moisture on
the glass,” says Christopher
Burk, technical product
manager at Simonton
Windows®. “In reality, that’s
simply not the case. While
condensation may collect on
the interior or exterior of
energy-efficient windows, the
units are really doing their job
by helping serve as a barrier in
the home.”
Burk points out that windows do
not cause condensation  —
they simply prevent the
moisture in the home from
escaping to the outside. 
“If the inside glass surface on
double- or triple-glazed
windows show excessive
moisture, you can be
reasonably sure that the
moisture is also collecting on
your walls and ceilings,” says
Burk. “This means you should
take steps to reduce the
humidity level in your home by
using exhaust fans and
dehumidifiers.”

Where Does
Condensation
Come From?
You’d be surprised how much
water vapor homeowners
create themselves on a daily
basis. A family of four can add
a half pint of water vapor every
hour to the home just through
normal breathing and
perspiration. And, if you take a
five minute shower, you

produce another half pint of
water vapor. Even the simple
act of cooking dinner on a gas
stove can produce two and a
half pints of water vapor.
“Invisible water vapor is
everywhere in the home,” says
Burk. “The key is for
homeowners to monitor the
levels of moisture in their
homes and then take steps to
manage the humidity levels.”

What Can a Homeowner
Do to Help Reduce
Condensation?
Water vapor is part of our lives
and our homes. To help control
the amount of condensation in
the home, experts at Simonton
Windows recommend the
following tips:
• Use kitchen and bathroom
exhaust fans.
• If you have a humidifier, set it
to the correct outside
temperature.
• If your home is overly humid,
or if you have a damp
basement, use a dehumidifier.
• Properly vent clothes dryers,
gas appliances and stoves.
• Open a window in the
bathroom.
• Make sure your attic,
basement and crawl spaces are
well ventilated and free from
obstructions.
• Store firewood outside.
Freshly-cut wood can consist of

up to 45 percent water, which
adds water vapor to the home.
Even well-seasoned firewood
generally has a 20 to 25
percent moisture content.
• Open curtains and blinds to
allow more air circulation
around your windows.

Worrisome Windows
Homeowners with the most
cause for concern are those
with older, less efficient
windows. 
“Windows are just like any
other major part of the home,”
says Burk. “They wear out
over time and need to be
replaced. If your windows
have air leaks, don’t close
properly, or are failing to act as
a solid barrier to the
environment, then it’s time to
consider replacing them with
energy-efficient windows.”
Burk also recommends
knowing the difference
between condensation on the
glass and between the glass
panes of the window. 
“If you are seeing moisture,
fogging or cloudiness between
the panes of glass in your
window, this is a strong
indication that the seal of your
window has failed and it’s time
to replace your window,” says
Burk. “In operable window
units, a failed seal can often
be corrected by simply
replacing the sash. However,
seal failure reduces energy
efficiency and the unit will not
work as effectively to help you
keep energy bills low and
enjoy comfortable living in
your home. While
condensation on the interior or
exterior of the glass is
manageable, moisture

between the glass needs swift
attention by homeowners.”
The experts at Simonton
Windows offer several free
consumer booklets on how to
know when it’s time to replace
your windows, energy efficiency
of windows and selecting
windows for a new home. The
company has also introduced

the new brochure,
“Understanding Condensation
in Your Home.” Consumers may
call 1-800-746-6686 to request
free copies of these brochures
or visit the company’s  Web site
at
http://www.simonton.com/Infor
mation/Tips/ for more
information.
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Call: 563•242•3356

For all your home decor
remodeling needs,

stop in and see us at:

Furniture & Accessories
101 5th Avenue S. • Clinton, IA • Mon.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-3

dejavu@iowatelecom.net

“Over 30 Years Experience”
Free Estimates • Fast Service

• Commercial - Residential - Industrial
• Poured Brick Face Walls
• Pour Foundations & Flat Work

• Sidewalks • Driveways • Garages
• Basements

• We have a 75 ft. conveyor truck for all
your material placement needs.

Ask About
OUR NEW

IInnssuullaatteedd WWaallllss

Understanding
Condensation
in Your Home

Pam Stewart
Call 242-4602 or 249-3365

pamstewart@ruhl-ruhl.com
Licensed in Iowa & Illinois

Trust A Real Estate Professional!



Homeowners know no home is
perfect. While the notion of a
dream house is nice, every
home eventually experiences a
problem or two. Many problems
are bound to occur sooner or
later, but there are a few that
diligent homeowners can
prevent.
One of those preventable
problems is flooding. Any home
with floor drains or plumbing
fixtures below street level can
flood, and this can be due to
inclement weather, such as
heavy rainstorms, local sewer
system backup, or groundwater
swelling. Flooding can even
occur in the spring when
melting occurs as the air
temperature increases. While
homeowners won’t be able to
control the weather, they can
take steps to floodproof their
home.
• Do some preventive

landscaping. If the ground
around the home’s foundation
slopes toward the house, make
some grading changes so that
the ground slopes away from
the home.
• Insulate the heating ducts.
Some  home heating ducts are
under the basement floor. In
such homes, homeowners
should make sure these ducts
are properly insulated and
watertight.
• Make sure the vents all lead
outside the home. The weather
can cause moisture issues, but
some moisture problems can
come from inside the home as
well. Clothes dryers and
bathrooms are both internal
moisture sources, and these
sources should always be
vented outside the home.
• Clean gutters and
downspouts. Gutters and
downspouts should be

cleaned to ensure water is
effectively being diverted away
from the home. Clean gutters
and downspouts in the spring
after a long winter, and do so
again in the fall to keep fallen
leaves from blocking the flow of
water. Downspouts should
extend four feet from the
outside wall of the house.
• Inspect the home at least
once a year. Before buying a
home, buyers often hire a
professional inspector to ensure
the home is safe and sound.
But the inspections should not
stop once buyers sign on the
dotted line. To prevent flooding,
homeowners should inspect
their home’s foundation for
cracks once a year. If the home
has a chimney and fireplace,
check for cracks there as well.
If any cracks are discovered,
consult a professional

immediately.
• Clean out basement drains.
Basement drains should be
cleaned annually from the
house to the street. If the drains
are still slow after cleaning,
then clean them more than
once a year.
• When leaving the home for an
extended period of time, turn
the water valve off.
Homeowners worried about
flooding can calm those fears
when going on vacation or
another long trip by turn the
water valve off at the source.
This ensures that, should a line
break while no one is home,
water will not pump into the
house.
Floodproofing a home can save
homeowners from potentially
costly repairs and unsightly
damage to a home’s interior. 
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We Specialize In Providing Personalized
 Service For Your Foreign & Domestic Car

Insurance Work Welcomed - Total Body Care
Complete Glasswork - Auto Body Repair - Mechanical

Give us a Call!
563-242-8493 • 2117 McKinley - Clinton

Mon.-Fri. 8am-5pm & Sat. 8am-2pm We Accept Credit Cards

TOTAL REALTY CO.

706 6th Ave.
DeWitt, IA 52742

FARMS - HOMES
COMMERCIAL - AUCTIONS

Office: 563-659-8185
www.totalrealtyco.com

Cleaning gutters and downspouts
is one way to prevent homes from
flooding.

How to floodproof 
your home

Plywood and MDF:
What’s the difference?
For decades plywood was the
go-to inexpensive wood of
choice for many home-repair
projects. In fact, it was actually
the first manufactured wood
product available. Then the
term MDF, or medium-density
fiberboard, started making its
way onto home-improvement
shows and among do-it-
yourselfers, making it a
popular material in recent
years. Still, many people do
not know the differences
between these types of wood
products.

Plywood is constructed by
gluing several layers of thin
wood veneers between two
pieces of wood to create a
solid sheet. Experts say there
is an odd number of veneer
layers, and each one is
attached at a right angle to the

one below to add strength to
the plywood. There may be
knots or irregularities in the
plywood because it is made of
actual slices of wood. It comes
in a variety of strengths,
depending on the thickness of
the plywood. Thickness can
vary by sheet depending on
the manufacturer, so each
sheet may not be consistent.

MDF is formed with wood
fibers or shavings mixed
with glue or resin. Under heat
or pressure, the MDF is made
into a solid material. Because
MDF is not made from slices of
wood to form veneers, it will
not have the traditional
graining or knots associated
with wood. This can be an
advantage or disadvantage
depending on how it is
ultimately used. MDF is often

easy to cut, drill and
manipulate because users will
not have to work around grain
or knots. But users should be
careful to drill pilot holes before
attaching MDF because it can
split. Due to machine creation,
MDF is generally uniform in
thickness, which makes it
consistent for many uses. It is
important to note that sanding
and cutting of MDF can cause
the release of formaldehyde.
Safety goggles and a mask are
a must when using this
product.

Plywood is more readily used
for walls, ceilings and subfloors
because of its strength. MDF is
widely relied on for building
cabinets, crafts, shelving and
trimwork.



Statistics from the U.S.
Census Bureau Housing
Survey indicate that
homeowners annually
spend billions of dollars
improving outdoor living
areas.
One of the most popular ways to
do just that is to add a deck to a
home. Decks are beneficial in
many ways. Grillmasters love
decks because they make the
perfect place to set up a grill and a
table and cook for family and
friends. Those who simply love
being outdoors find decks the
perfect place to relax and soak up
some sun or idle away the evening
hours. 

But homeowners who want to
build a deck should know a few
things before that process
begins.

• Permits are necessary.
Unless the deck is going to be
especially small, you will likely
need a permit to build it. Before
buying any materials or
consulting any contractors,
make certain you know which
permits you need and how to
get them. If the proper permits
are not secured before the
project begins, you might have
to tear down the whole project
and start all over again.

• Decks don’t have to go on
the back of the house. If the
back of your house sits in the
blazing sun all day, then it’s
probably best to build the deck
elsewhere, and that’s perfectly
alright. So long as the property
and permits allow, decks can be
built on the side of a home as
well, and putting a deck on the
side might be more
comfortable.

• Decks don’t have to be
made of wood. It’s easy to
assume all decks are made of
plain wood. However, decks
can be made out of a wide
variety of materials, natural or
synthetic. Pressure treated
wood is perhaps the most
popular material for decking
because it’s not very
expensive. But manmade
materials that are a mixture of
recycled plastic and wood bits
or sawdust are also popular
because they require no
maintenance. But
homeowners should know that
manmade materials can get
hot in the sun, which will
require those enjoying the
deck to wear shoes.

• Expect to do some digging.
If you’re going to build your
own deck, expect to do some
serious digging. Local building
codes will dictate how deep
you will need to dig for the pier
footings, which support the
deck’s weight. Just how deep
you’ll dig depends on your
climate’s specific frost line, but
it’s safe to assume you’ll get a
workout in when digging.

• The deck can have multiple
levels. Though many people
associate decks with one
level, it’s possible to have a
multi-level deck if you simply
don’t have enough room to
build a deck that will be big
enough to meet all of your
needs. A multi-level deck can
break up those long flights of
stairs while ensuring you will
always have somewhere to go
to escape the sun on a hot
day.

• You will want to protect the
deck. Decks are a costly
investment, and you will want
to protect that investment. If
you’re building a wood deck,
keep in mind the sun will beat
down on the deck for most of
the year. You can protect the
deck by painting it. Paint
provides sunscreen for the
deck, stopping the sun from
breaking down the material.
Once you’ve finished painting,
apply sealant, whether it’s oil-
or water-based.

• Don’t forget fasteners.
Fasteners will hide the screws
for aesthetic appeal. But not all
woods and fasteners are the
right fit, as certain woods are
only compatible with certain
fasteners. Find out which
fasteners make the right fit
ahead of time. Because
fasteners conceal the screws,

they also make it possible to go
barefoot on the deck.

A deck makes a great addition
to many homes, but
homeowners should learn as
much as possible about decks
and what goes into building
them before making any
decking decisions.
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Mary Leslie-Douglas SALES ASSOCIATE

Professionalism with a personal touch

Cell: 563.559.0109
mlesliedouglas@melfosterco.com

Things to know

before building a deck
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Liz Nash
Call 563-559-0258
liznash@ruhl-ruhl.com
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Concrete Services, Ltd.
Poured Concrete Walls • Residential • Commercial • Agricultural

5016 8th Avenue • East Moline, IL 61244

Keith Ketelsen
Office 309.796.0731 • Cell 309.236.9328

Restoring your property
after a long winter

One of the best things about the dawn of spring
and the return of warmer weather is the chance
to get out of the house and get some fresh air.
For homeowners, this is the perfect opportunity
to assess any damage the previous months did
to yards and develop a plan restore properties.

• Don’t jump the gun. The first warm day of
spring might seem like a great time get out in
the yard and get your hands dirty. But it’s best to
wait until the grass has completely dried out
before getting to work. Raking on wet grass
increases the risk of tearing out grass, which
can cause bald spots and the growth of weeds
down the road. In addition, stepping on the
grass while the ground is still wet can compact
the soil, which can slow drainage and block the
lawn’s roots from breathing.

Patience should prevail with regard to mowing
the lawn as well. A lawn’s roots will not start to
grow until the average everyday temperature
routinely reaches 40 F, so mowing too early is
both unnecessary and potentially harmful to the
lawn. When the temperatures regularly reach 50
F, then homeowners will likely start to see their
lawns growing.

• Remove debris that’s piled up. Debris has a
tendency to infest a yard over the course of the
winter months. Fallen branches, stones and
even trash can accumulate in a yard, putting
those who spend time in the yard at risk of injury
once the warm weather returns. For instance,
bits of twigs and pebbles that are blown across
the yard during a windy winter can be
embedded in the yard, making the yard less of a
haven and more of a hazard. Once the grass is
dry enough to walk on, walk around the property
and remove any debris that’s piled up over the
last few months.

• Employ a pre-emergent weed killer.
Homeowners who routinely spend their
summers agonizing over weeds throughout the
yard should consider applying a pre-emergent
weed killer around the beginning of spring. It’s
important to do so around the end of March or
early April, when the weeds have not yet had a
chance to grow. When applying, follow the
dosage instructions provided by the product’s
manufacturer. Such instructions often
recommend a second application right before
summer begins.

• Remove thatch. Once the grass has dried,
you can begin to remove thatch that’s built up
over the winter. Thatch is potentially very
harmful to soil, blocking sunlight, air and
moisture the soil needs to ensure a lawn looks
lush and healthy. Thatch removal does not
necessarily need to be an annual task. If thatch
buildup is insignificant, then it can be done
every other year. Just use a dethatching rake to
make the job much easier.

• Aerate, particularly if the yard is a heavy traffic
area once the warm weather arrives. If your
yard transforms into a child’s wonderland upon
the arrival of spring and summer, you might
want to revive the soil by aerating. When the
yard gets heavy usage, it’s easy for soil to
become compacted, which makes it hard for air
and water to reach the lawn’s roots. That can
eventually make for a less-than-appealing lawn.
So if your yard is the place to be come the
warmer months, aerate in the spring to loosen
the soil and make it easier for the lawn to
withstand the months ahead.

No matter how harsh the winter months might
have been, spring is a great time for
homeowners to restore the property around
their homes. 

Mowing the lawn too early in the
spring is both unnecessary and
potentially harmful to the lawn.

• Radon detectors: Another gas
that is difficult to detect by smell
or sight is radon, which may be
leaching from surrounding soil
into a home, particularly
problematic on the lower level
of a home.

• Wire organizers: Bundles of
wires behind televisions and
other electronics can be tripping
hazards and cause shocks or
electrocution if touched in an
improper way. Storage devices
can keep them safely tucked
out of sight.

• First aid kit: A medical kit will
have all of the supplies
necessary to treat minor
injuries.

• Grab bars: People who have
mobility issues can install grab
bars in hallways and bathrooms
for extra support.

• Door and window guards: A
number of safety devices exist
for windows and doors,
including foam protectors that
prevent slammed fingers or
hands.

• Fire escapes: Those who live
in multi-level homes can invest
in retractable ladders that
attach to windows and provide
an emergency point of exit.

Accidents around the home are
prevalent but often preventable.

Smoke alarms are a vital
part of home safety.
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Is it time to add a

half-bathroom?
When it comes to renovating a
home, homeowners expect to
spend money. No home
renovation or home
improvement project is free, but
some are less costly than
others.

The addition of a half-bathroom
is a popular project among
homeowners, and it won’t
necessarily break the bank. If
converting existing floor space
into a half-bathroom, such a
renovation can cost as little as
a few thousand dollars, making
the addition of a powder room
one of the few home
improvement projects where
the value added to the home
exceeds the cost of the
renovation. Before deciding to
add a half-bathroom, it helps to
consider some of the pros and
cons of the project.

The addition of a half-bathroom is a
project that often makes practical

and financial sense.

Pros
• Convenience: A half-
bathroom is often added on the
home’s main floor or in the
basement or attic. This makes it
more convenient for guests to
use the restroom during a
dinner party or when coming
over to watch the big game in a
basement home-theater area.

• Problem-free: Half-
bathrooms are smaller because
they don’t have a shower or
bathtub. That means common
bathroom problems like mold
and mildew are not as big a
concern as they are for full
bathrooms.

• More choices: Because mold
and mildew aren’t likely to
present a problem in a half-
bathroom, homeowners have
more options at their disposal
when choosing floors and
countertops.

Cons
• Space: As their name implies, half-bathrooms are much smaller
than full bathrooms. As a result, they tend to feel cramped.

• Value: Though an inexpensive half-bathroom addition might
recoup its value and then some at resale, the project won’t add
as much resale value to a home as a full bathroom addition
might.

• Loss of storage: If storage around the house is sparse,
homeowners might be better off keeping the area designated for
the half-bathroom as a storage closet instead of a bathroom.

Once the pros and cons have been weighed, homeowners who
want to go forward with the project should then check with their
local municipality to ensure the codes and requirements won’t
restrict their project. Size or window restrictions might curtail the
project or limit what homeowners can do, which might change
their minds on the project altogether.

The addition of a half-bathroom often makes practical and
financial sense. But before making any addition, homeowners
must weight the pros and cons to make the best decision
possible.



Kelli Ellis is an interior
designer for all seasons. But
when spring rolls around each
year, she is truly in her element.

An award-winning celebrity
interior designer, textile
designer and design
psychology expert, Ellis’s work
is everywhere, from television
(as a featured designer on
TLC’s “Clean Sweep,” HGTV’s
“Takeover My Makeover,” and
Bravo’s “Real Housewives of
Orange County” as well as
guest spots on NBC, CBS and
ABC) and the Web (as
eHow.com’s interior design
expert) to print media (as the
monthly design advice
columnist for the Orange
County Gazette). Known for her
love of flowers and floral
design, Ellis also serves as a
spokesperson for the Society of
American Florists.

For Ellis, spring offers endless
opportunities to update and
refresh interior spaces with
touches of color. While she
always recommends starting
with a neutral foundation that
includes walls and major pieces
of furniture in shades of white,
beige or brown, Ellis loves to
add seasonal flourishes by
changing up accents and
accessories.

“With a neutral foundation,”
explains Ellis, “you don’t have
to invest a lot of time or money
to refresh. Once you have the
basics — those pieces of
furniture that you absolutely
love and will stand the test of

time — the sky’s the limit in
terms of changing accents such
as valances, pillows, rugs,
candle holders — even the
matting on a picture. A neutral
foundation opens the door to a
new look with minimal
changes.”

According to Ellis, one of the
best — and easiest — ways to
add seasonal color and refresh
a living space is with fresh
flowers displayed in a variety of
containers. Fresh flowers not
only enliven a room and bring in
the sights and scents of the
outdoors, they are perfect for
playing up color and color
combinations.

“A lot of people are afraid of
color in their décor, so a
less scary way of
introducing color is with
flowers and vases,” Ellis
notes. “Fresh flowers can go
with any type of décor and
generally last as long as
your mood, so there are
endless opportunities to
experiment without making
a long-term commitment.”

Decorating with flowers begins
with choosing a container that
is in sync with the season and
the style of your home,
counsels Ellis.

“There are so many container
options for every type of
décor,” Ellis says. “If your
home leans toward country,
think about using old
decanters, tins or even
wooden boxes. For
contemporary homes, glass
vases with clean lines work
best. And for traditional
homes, go with urns or ornate
vases.”

The same principal applies to
the flowers themselves. Mixed
flowers tend to be more
traditional; bunches of local
flowers lend a homey, just-
picked quality to a casual or
country home; and
monochromatic arrangements
ooze modern. The key, notes
Ellis, is to pair flowers with

both their containers and the
indoor environment in which
they will be seen.

Next comes color. While Ellis
leans toward monochromatic
arrangements of white flowers
— stargazers, lilies, roses and
orchids are among her personal
favorites — she nevertheless
appreciates the “pop” of color
that can be achieved with
bolder blossoms.

When choosing flowers for a
particular spot or room, Ellis
advises looking at
complementary colors — those
that are on the opposite side of
the color wheel. For example, if
the walls are a warm shade of
yellow or gold, a container filled
with blue flowers, such as
hydrangeas, delphiniums or
sapphire orchids, makes a bold
statement. And in the green
room? Try flowers in shades of
purple and violet.

“I think the greatest thing in the
world is to bring your own vase
or container to the florist and
ask for something special that
works with it,” she reveals. “Not
every florist has a vase that
suits your taste or will work in a
particular spot, so I take in my

containers and say, ‘I want
something blue.’ Then I’m both
surprised with the result and
certain that it will work with the
décor.”

To learn more about Ellis and
her latest projects, visit her
online at kelliellis.com. 
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Celebrity designer
celebrates the sights
and scents of spring


